
Sponsor

The African country of Rwanda is the world’s biggest supplier of tantalum: a rare mineral used to make 
capacitors found in devices like smartphones and laptops.

Goal

To prove beyond doubt that every bag of tantalum 
ore from Rwanda was mined, transported, and 
processed under OECD-approved conditions, 
without any child or slave labor. 

Approach 

• Engage stakeholders across the supply chain

• Map the tantalum supply chain

• Create foolproof new processes

• Build a blockchain as solid as a rock

• Prove the system in production

Results

Created by UK-based Circulor, the blockchain-based system to trace tantalum went live in three mines and 
an ore-sorting facility in Rwanda in fall 2018.

“We’re getting an awful lot of traceability for very little extra work,” says Ray Power, CEO of Power 
Resources Group, which operates the mines.

The system is designed to slash today’s high cost for compliance, satisfy regulators, reassure consumers, 
and build revenues for Rwanda.
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If you’re like most people, you’ve never heard of 
tantalum—but you probably have some in your pocket or 
purse right now.
Tantalum is a rare mineral essential for making capacitors for devices like smartphones 
and laptops.

A small region of Africa produces 60% of the world’s supply, with Rwanda as the main 
exporter. But tantalum was sometimes smuggled in from conflict-ridden Congo, where it 
was mined by children or workers enslaved by warlords.

This led the OECD, U.S., and EU to name tantalum a “conflict mineral” and pass regulations 
to improve its traceability. Among them are the U.S. Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 and the 
upcoming EU Conflict Minerals law. Despite these rules, no one had a foolproof way to 
prove where tantalum actually came from. Until now.

UK-based Circulor created a system that ensures tantalum is mined, transported, and 
processed under approved conditions with an unbroken chain of custody. Powered by a 
permissioned blockchain built on Hyperledger Fabric, the system uses facial recognition 
and QR codes to deliver a world first: mine-to-manufacturer traceability of this vital resource.

“This isn’t a simple track and trace. It’s 
complicated, because we start with ore and 
end up with smartphones,” notes Johnson-
Poensgen. “Food traceability is much 
simpler. A banana doesn’t change into a 
diamond halfway through its journey to a 
consumer.”
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Mapping the tantalum supply chain
When he was approached by a mining company in 2016, 
Circulor CEO and co-founder Doug Johnson-Poensgen 
had never heard of tantalum himself. But he soon learned 
everyone from miners in Africa to electric car makers in 
California has a stake in the mineral.

For example, consumers don’t want their purchases to 
support slave labor. Developing countries don’t want their 
exports tainted and export revenues diminished. Consumer 
electronics makers want to report their supply chains are 
clear. But African mining companies don’t want to pay all 
the costs of compliance by themselves.

At the time, Rwandan mines were already using the best tracing 
methods available: tagging materials and filling in paper forms. 
This met the letter of the OECD rules but didn’t provide 
actual traceability. It generated a costly mountain of paper 
with room for errors or fraud.

Circulor’s team started by mapping every step of the supply 
chain for tantalum from mine to manufacturer. They realized 
a blockchain could streamline those steps, but they faced 
the classic problem of “garbage in, garbage out.”

Any transaction is tamper-proof once it’s written to the blockchain. 
But that transaction is only as reliable as the original input.

“A blockchain will record an immutable record of custody of 
a material, the locations it’s traveled through, its composition 
over time, and all that,” says Circulor’s Johnson-Poensgen. 
“But if you’re trying to make sure the wrong material never 
enters the system in the first place, you need processes to 
make this work.”

You need to tightly control the raw material on the ground 
to provide accurate data for the blockchain.

Step 1: Mining in Rwanda 
Everyone entering a mine or 

selling a bag of ore has their photo 
taken and ID card scanned with 
a smartphone. The photos must 
match the image on file in the 

Circulor facial recognition system.

Bags of ore are grouped into 
70-kg (150-pound) sacks, each 
with a tamper-proof QR or NFC 

tag attached. Using GPS, the tags 
show exactly where that sack comes  

from. Tags are scanned as sacks 
are shipped to Kigali, the capital of 

Rwanda, and on to refineries.

Step 2: Refining in Macedonia 
Sacks of ore are weighed before 

being mixed together. After the ore 
is refined into powder, the output 
must equal the weight of the input 

in a mass balance check.

The refined ore is sealed into 
trackable containers scanned with a  
smartphone every time they’re loaded 

or unloaded from ships or trucks.
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“Regulations are 
one thing. The 
problem was, 
no one had a 

foolproof way to 
prove where their 

tantalum came 
from. Until now.”
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Creating foolproof new processes
After the supply chain was mapped, out went the paper 
checklists and in came new online procedures. With 
scanners, sensors, weigh scales, and smartphones, these 
generate reliable data at each step of the global supply 
chain.

Tantalum goes through many transformations: from gray 
pebbles, it’s refined to a powder, and then formed into 
capacitors that are glued to circuit boards and popped into 
smartphones, laptops, and even electric cars.

“This isn’t a simple track and trace. It’s complicated, 
because we start with ore and end up with smartphones,” 
notes Johnson-Poensgen. “Food traceability is much 
simpler. A banana doesn’t change into a diamond halfway 
through its journey to a consumer.”

The Circulor team wanted a tamper-proof blockchain as the 
secure repository for all the system data, but it had to be 
easy to use by anyone with a smartphone.

To meet these challenges, Circulor created some unique 
procedures, including the facial  
recognition system they call URU. The results of each scan 
are recorded on the blockchain.

And Circulor tracks the ore from mine through refinery with 
smart contracts.

“The Circulor Protocol is the family of smart contracts that  
connect one segment of the supply chain to another through 
a material-processing step,” explains Johnson-Poensgen. 
“It’s the glue that hold all the different steps together.

“Our system provides both chain of custody and tracing of 
materials,” he says. “The aim is to use blockchain technology 
to drive out costs as well as dramatically improve traceability.”

This means manufacturers like Apple and HP will finally have all 
the proof they need to report to regulators with confidence 
and to label their products “conflict-free” for consumers.

Step 3: Manufacturing in USA 
The refined tantalum is shipped 

to a manufacturer. Again, the 
inputs to each step are weighed 
and compared with the outputs. 

Finished batches of capacitors are 
tagged with GPS or RFID tags.

Step 4: Shipping from USA 
Tagged batches of capacitors are  

scanned with smartphones throughout 
their journey. Each movement is 

recorded on the blockchain.

Step 5: Final Assembly in China 
Capacitors are glued onto circuit 

boards assembled into final products. 
Each product receives a unique 

serial number. Third-party logistics 
systems certify the product’s origin, 
provenance, and ethical sourcing, 

all recorded on the blockchain.

Step 6: Distribution to consumers 
Finished products are shipped to 
distribution points for consumers 

around the world. The serial number 
can be used to trace the materials 

that went into that product.
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Mineral Traceability from Mine to Manufacturer

Why choose Hyperledger Fabric?
“We did a first proof of concept on Ethereum, because it was relatively easy to build,” says 
Johnson-Poensgen. But he figured Ethereum’s slow transaction speed and unpredictable 
costs—driven by the changing price of “gas”—would turn off corporate clients.

His team evaluated R3’s Corda as well. “My view is that Corda was obviously developed 
for financial services,” he says, so it wasn’t a good fit either.

“We had to convince mining firms, chemical refiners in China, and consumer electronics 
companies in California that this was the right platform. So we needed a demonstrably 
cross-industry solution, not something three PhD students came up with in their garage.”

That’s why Circulor chose Hyperledger Fabric for its second proof of concept and for the 
production system.

“Hyperledger Fabric has a reputation as an enterprise-class platform,” notes Johnson-
Poensgen. “In all the business conversations we’ve had, nobody has ever questioned our 
choice of blockchain platform.”

On top of Hyperledger Fabric, Circulor built an enterprise application with two interfaces:

1. The mobile apps for checking IDs, scanning QR codes at checkpoints, and 
downloading required documents

2. The desktop version that runs in corporate offices to provide supply chain visibility and 
answers to queries

The system databases are hosted in the cloud through a combination of Oracle Cloud and 
Amazon Web Services.
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Proving the system in production
In fall 2018, the system went live smoothly at three mines in Rwanda and a refinery in 
Macedonia run by Power Resources Group (PRG). Several hundred transactions a day 
support these operations. As more mines come online, Circulor expects to reach several 
thousand transactions a day, well within system capabilities.

“What’s really appealing to our company is that the blockchain system works alongside 
our existing due diligence and compliance programs. We haven’t had to overhaul our 
procedures,” says Ray Power, CEO of PRG. “So we’re getting a lot of traceability for very 
little extra work.”

Under an agreement with the Rwandan government, PRG is building a refinery near Kigali 
to eventually process 120 metric tonnes of ore a month.

“PRG is investing in near-source refining operations that will improve provenance, sustainability, 
and safety,” notes Power. “Our investment in Rwanda is a direct action to bring about change 
across the whole mining industry.”

Francis Gatare, chief executive of Rwanda’s Mines, Petroleum and Gas Board, said the 
new system will help his country prove that its mineral exports are conflict-free.

“We have today been introduced to a new and innovative mineral traceability solution 
using blockchain technology. The initiative is already being implemented by PRG, one 
exporter from Rwanda,” he said.

Mining executives like Gatare say the cost of compliance is too high, and it’s all paid at 
the front end of the supply chain. They believe the OEM manufacturers at the end of the 
supply chain should pay more.

The cost-effective Circulor system should reduce this burden, and boost the price for 
proven conflict-free ore. That would spell more revenue for the Rwandan government, for  
mine operators, and hopefully for miners too.

In the future, Rwanda and Circulor plan to bring more mines onto the system. And Circulor 
is keen to extend the blockchain system to cover other minerals and other countries.
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About PRG

Power Resources Group is a vertically integrated metallic material science company, 
guaranteeing clients a high quality, innovative product choice from conflict-fee and child 
labour-free sources for minor metals, rare earths, and superalloys. PRG pioneers new 
technologies to meet the current and future needs of the constantly evolving electronics, 
automotive, additive manufacturing, and aerospace industries. To learn more, visit  
http://prgplc.eu/

 
About Circulor

Circulor’s mission is traceability of minerals, from mine to manufacturer, used in electric 
vehicles and consumer electronics. Users can track and trade raw materials through 
their lifecycle, manage the provenance and flow of items mined, produced, stored and 
traded. Using blockchain and AI, our vision is to set a new global standard for ethically and 
sustainably sourced minerals. To learn more, visit www.circulor.com

 
About Hyperledger

Hyperledger is an open source collaborative effort created to advance cross-industry 
blockchain technologies. It is a global collaboration including leaders in banking, finance, 
Internet of Things, manufacturing, supply chain, and technology. The Linux Foundation 
hosts Hyperledger under the foundation. To learn more, visit https://www.hyperledger.org/


